Rheumatoid Nodule Causing Perforation of Anterior Mitral Leaflet and Severe Mitral Regurgitation: A Rare Case Report
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Abstract

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a systemic disorder that is chronic in nature and difficult to treat. RA presents in many variants. Here we present an interesting case only seldom described before. Our patient presented to emergency room with acute shortness of breath and was seen to have acute pulmonary edema. Patient later had urgent echocardiography which revealed severe mitral regurgitation from ruptured anterior leaflet. Patient was taken for heart valve replacement and was found to have RA nodule on ruptured leaflet. There are cases involving aortic valve but to our knowledge there are no reports of RA nodule on mitral leaflet.
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1. Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic, systemic inflammatory autoimmune disorder that affects several tissues and organs, principally affecting synovial joints. Rheumatoid arthritis can produce diffuse inflammation of the serous membranes and nodular lesions can commonly be seen in subcutaneous tissue. Rheumatoid nodule presents as a local swelling or tissue lump, which occurs almost exclusively in association with rheumatoid arthritis.
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About 5% of rheumatoid arthritis patients have such nodules within 2 years of disease onset, and the cumulative prevalence is about 25%. Nodules are seen in the heart and rarely do they produce symptoms or need surgical intervention.

2. Case Report

H.A. is a 38 year old African American woman with past medical history significant for longstanding rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, and necrotizing fasciitis who presented to the emergency room with sudden onset of shortness of breath and dry cough. On examination, she was tachycardic with a heart rate of 111 and had a blood pressure of 123/98 as well as had a distended jugular venous pulse. She had an IV/VI holosystolic murmur that radiated to the back in addition to bibasilar rales. The patient was clearly in florid heart failure with pulmonary edema and was subsequently admitted to the coronary care unit. She was diuresed, given IV steroids as well as antibiotics, as it was unclear at this time whether her chest X-ray showed a superimposed pneumonia in the context of the pleural effusion. A bedside echocardiogram revealed severe mitral regurgitation with prolapse of the anterior leaflet and possible chordae rupture (Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b)). She was urgently referred for surgery where she underwent mitral valve replacement with a 25/33 mm On-X valve. Intraoperative inspection of
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Figure 1. (a) Echocardiogram revealed prolapse of the anterior leaflet and possible chordae rupture. (b) Echocardiogram revealed severe mitral regurgitation with prolapse of the anterior leaflet and possible chordae rupture.
the valve demonstrated a severely inflamed rheumatic mitral valve with the appearance of an acute versus chronic or subclinical bacterial endocarditis. The specimen was sent for microbiological as well as pathological examination. The final pathology of the specimen was consistent with a rheumatoid nodule with superimposed acute and chronic inflammation and was negative for microorganisms. The patient did well postoperatively and was started on anticoagulation with coumadin on postoperative day one. She was transferred to the floor, tolerated soft mechanical diet, and was ambulating by the fourth day. She was discharged home several days later on medical therapy including coumadin, amiodarone, lasix, enalapril, lopressor, and prednisone, to follow up with her primary care physician, rheumatologist, and cardiothoracic surgeon within one week.

3. Discussion

Patients with rheumatoid arthritis often have cardiac involvement complicating their disease course. Many of these complications are found during autopsy since only about 3% of patients are with rheumatoid arthritis exhibit manifestations of cardiac signs and symptoms. The majority of cardiac complications is non-specific and is secondary to pericarditis, myocarditis, arteritis, chronic endocarditis, and valvular fibrosis, while specific findings of rheumatoid granulomata and involvement of valvular structures are quite rare [1]. A review of the literature demonstrates that nodules are generally found in two main locations, within the myocardium or in the valve or valve ring [2]. Intramyocardial rheumatoid nodules rarely affect cardiac function. However extensive replacement of the muscle by nodules can cause congestive heart failure and infected nodules can lead to abscess formation and perforation [3] [4]. Intracardiac rheumatoid nodules have a characteristic appearance and are morphologically similar to rheumatoid subcutaneous tissue nodules. The histological findings include a central zone of necrotic connective tissue surrounded by histiocytes, fibroblasts, and multinucleated giant cells. The outer layer of the inflammatory infiltrate consists of lymphocytes, histiocytes, plasma cells, and polymorphonuclear neutrophils [5] [6].

Nodules have been reported to mimic atrial myxomas or cause conduction abnormalities in the sinoatrial node, atrioventricular node, and His-Purkinje system by compression, direct invasion of the conduction tissues, or by impairing the tissue’s blood supply [7]. Cases of left bundle branch block and complete heart block have been reported in patient with intramyocardial nodules. With direct valve involvement, rheumatoid nodules usually begin as a local area of necrosis in the central portion of the valve cusp or in the annulus, with a surrounding rim of fibrous tissue. Generally, small nodules do not disrupt valvular function, but extensive nodule involvement can obstruct the mobility of the valve, leading to valvular deformity and incompetence [8]. Although all four major valves can be affected by rheumatoid nodules, mitral valve involvement occurs more frequently than aortic or tricuspid [9]. The literature suggests that aortic regurgitation may be more likely to produce functional impairment than mitral regurgitation [10], and some cases of AR progress to abrupt decompensation requiring emergency valve replacement [11] [12].
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